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prevalent tool for researchers in certain disciplines (e.g., political science [1], psychology [5, 54]). Several large-scale citizen
science platforms (e.g., Zooniverse [51, 78], eBird [92]) attract
hundreds of thousands of volunteers offering their time for
science and humanities research; literally hundreds of smaller
citizen science projects are flourishing [73, 87]. In digital humanities [60], numerous projects elicit the help of volunteers
to transcribe manuscripts, enhance metadata, add contextual
knowledge to artifacts, co-curate exhibits, etc.

ABSTRACT

Numerous crowdsourcing platforms are now available to support research as well as commercial goals. However, crowdsourcing is not yet widely adopted by researchers for generating, processing or analyzing research data. This study
develops a deeper understanding of the circumstances under
which crowdsourcing is a useful, feasible or desirable tool for
research, as well as the factors that may influence researchers’
decisions around adopting crowdsourcing technology. We
conducted semi-structured interviews with 18 researchers in
diverse disciplines, spanning the humanities and sciences, to
illuminate how research norms and practitioners’ dispositions
were related to uncertainties around research processes, data,
knowledge, delegation and quality. The paper concludes with a
discussion of the design implications for future crowdsourcing
systems to support research.

Despite its increasing popularity and capacity for gathering
data and enabling collaboration between researchers and the
general public, crowdsourcing has not made its way into mainstream research methodologies. Yet, our understanding of how
and when one would use crowdsourcing as a methodological
tool for a particular research project is limited.
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• Under what circumstances is crowdsourcing a feasible, desirable, or useful tool for researchers?
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• Under what circumstances is crowdsourcing not suitable for
research?
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We analyzed researchers’ practices, norms and values to understand how scientific culture and practices mediate the fit of
crowdsourcing strategies to scholarly research needs. This paper is not a philosophical or ethical discussion about the merits
of crowdsourcing in academic research; instead, it serves as a
formative study about researchers as potential users of crowdsourcing systems. We argue that examining the non-technical
aspects of knowledge production is a necessary first step in
designing crowdsourcing systems that address the particular
needs of researchers.

INTRODUCTION

Crowdsourcing is a nascent tool for streamlining the process
of gathering, processing and analyzing research data in many
fields. Tasks that were previously conducted by a small team of
researchers can now be parallelized and processed by millions
of volunteers over the Web, making questions that seemed
previously impossible now tractable. Crowdsourcing marketplaces (e.g., Amazon Mechanical Turk) are becoming a

There are many definitions of the term crowdsourcing. Existing research-oriented crowdsourcing projects vary in organizational structure and scale, from small, in-person groups
collecting observations in the field, to massive, anonymous
crowds annotating, collecting or analyzing data using webbased technology. For the purpose of this work, our analysis primarily focuses on revealing design challenges for
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technology-mediated participation, as our goal is to understand how crowdsourcing can help to massively scale up and
streamline the research pipeline. We define crowdsourcing
as “efforts that engage large numbers of people over the Web
to help collect and process data,” which are distinct from the
small-team, apprenticeship-like interactions that are currently
common in research settings.

Process Uncertainties
research goals
workflow
processing and analysis
source of serendipity
Data Uncertainties
sensitivity
typicality
quantity
availability
research questions supported
sharing norms
Knowledge Uncertainties
requirements
availability
Delegation Uncertainties
crowd interest
crowd intention
crowd ability
role of researcher
Quality Uncertainties
tolerance for ambiguity
goals

We conducted in-depth semi-structured interviews with 18
professors at an elite R1 university, representing a variety of
academic disciplines across the sciences and humanities. The
interviews focused on understanding how data is handled in
the entire research cycle from question formulation to analysis;
current research practices around delegation, quality control,
and data sharing; and researchers’ knowledge and perceptions
of crowdsourcing technologies. We asked each researcher to
tell us a specific research story, while avoiding any discussions of crowdsourcing until the end of the conversation. Our
core assumption was that the attitudes and values reflected
in current research practices could reveal what might make
researchers more or less comfortable with crowdsourcing. We
believe that research-oriented crowdsourcing platforms need
to be designed with these concerns explicitly in mind.

Suits crowds 3

Less suitable 7

established
easily decomposable
separable
diverse perspectives

changing
not decomposable
inseparable
deep knowledge

shareable
common
abundant
easily accessible
many
established

private
rare
scarce
difficult to obtain
few
not standard practice

explicit
adequately distributed

implicit
limited to professionals

interested
well-intentioned
capable
manager

disinterested
malicious
not capable
educator

high
quantity, speed, diversity,
coverage, precision

low
precision only

Table 1. Types of research attitudes and challenges that make crowdsourcing feasible, desirable, useful (3) versus not (7)

technologies, with a brief discussion of studies of research
practices and knowledge production.

A strong theme that emerged from our interview data was
that constant uncertainties researchers faced in their everyday
processes affected both the activities that they chose to engage
in and the tools that they selected to facilitate inquiry. The
term “uncertainty” as used here refers to a core concept from
management literature on organizations that conceptualizes
information processing as “reduction of uncertainty” [33, 83].
This concept was also important in early research on decisionmaking under conditions of risk and uncertainty (e.g., [84]).
Throughout the paper, we use the term uncertainty to mean
gaps in information needed for decision-making during the
process of designing and executing a research project. In
the context of scholarly research, uncertainty influenced how
researchers navigated the multi-faceted challenges posed by
their work, chose strategies to address these challenges, and
understood current crowdsourcing technologies’ capacities to
accommodate these considerations.

Crowdsourcing for Research

In the scientific domain, the term citizen science has been
broadly adopted to refer to crowdsourcing projects where volunteers help generate and process research data. Such projects
have a long history before the internet, dating back to the
1900s [37]. This term has since been broadened and used
synonymously to refer to crowdsourcing efforts aimed at facilitating academic research in a variety of disciplines, including
humanities and social sciences. Today, there are hundreds (if
not thousands) of citizen science projects; some are small in
scale and initiated by local volunteers (e.g., ReClam the Bay
[88]), while others have massive contributor bases (e.g., Zooniverse [78]) and are structured top-down by researchers. Across
different types of citizen science projects, researchers’ roles
vary [76, 89, 64]: they act as contractors (interested parties ask
researchers to conduct a specific scientific inquiry), leaders (researchers design projects for which volunteers contribute data),
collaborators (researchers design projects for which volunteers
contribute data but also help with other parts of the research
process), co-creators (researchers design projects, but volunteers participate in most or all aspect of the research process)
and colleagues (volunteers conduct research independently).

In this paper, we first review the literature to frame our analysis and present our research methods. We then organize
the findings around five different types of uncertainties that
researchers face—process, data, knowledge, delegation and
quality—and discuss how these uncertainties relate to the feasibility, desirability and usefulness of crowdsourcing as a tool
for research. Table 1, which we will revisit throughout the
paper, summarizes the key dimensions for evaluating the suitability of crowdsourcing as a research tool that emerged from
our interview data. Finally, we summarize the contributions
to CSCW, the key implications for optimizing the design of
crowdsourcing technologies to meet researchers’ needs, and
identify implications for practice, policy, and future research.

In recent years, a number of citizen science projects (e.g.,
GalaxyZoo [51], eBird [92]) have demonstrated the practicality of crowdsourcing for large-scale data collection and
annotation tasks. The internet makes it increasingly feasible to connect researchers to millions of participants over the
Web, leading to distributed science inquiry at unprecedented
scale. For example, the Christmas Bird Count, dating back to
1900, first involved 27 participants from 25 locations in North
America. Today, eBird [92] attracts hundreds of thousands
of birders contributing millions of observations on a monthly
basis, with contributions from every country in the world. In
June 2015, Simpson et. al [78] reported that the Zooniverse

RELATED WORK

While numerous areas of literature can illuminate this topic of
inquiry, we focused on prior work that discussed crowdsourcing in research contexts and the adoption of crowdsourcing
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[78], a citizen science platform which currently houses around
forty projects, has enrolled more than 1.1 million participants,
with the number continuously rising.

junior scientists, as sources of scientists’ skepticism toward
crowd-driven research.
More recently, Schlagwein et al. [24] organized a series of
focus groups with 28 business scholars from the Asia-Pacific
region to understand the requirements of a research-oriented
crowdsourcing system. Despite focusing primarily on the
functional system design, the study detailed significant factors, such as interface usability and learning “yet another new
technology platform,” that contributed to negative perceptions
of crowdsourcing. Most of the study’s respondents agreed
that it was both difficult and unethical to rely on volunteers,
suggesting a mandatory integrated payment system. However, economics and psychology research have shown that
offering payments can also reduce the quantity and quality of
intrinsically motivated contributions [32].

Similarly, volunteer labor is not new to the arts and humanities; Oomen et. al [60] noted that cultural heritage institutions
involved volunteers in curatorial tasks well before the age of
the internet. Proctor et. al [63] underscored this notion by suggesting that, despite being associated with the internet, crowdsourcing was used in such organizations as far back as the
nineteenth century. However, with the emergence of crowdsourcing as a cyberinfrastructure, the accessibility of both
volunteer and paid labor is greater than ever before. Digital
humanities scholarship offers numerous online crowdsourcing
projects dedicated to the transcription of ancient manuscripts,
e.g., Ancient Lives [91], Old Weather [96], AnnoTate [95],
Transcribe Bentham [85], Operation War Diary [97], etc. Similar to citizen science, technology enables crowd-powered
manuscript processing to generate new sources of research
data at an unprecedented speed and scale.

Burgess et al. [10] surveyed 423 professional biodiversity
scientists and 125 citizen science project managers to understand barriers to crowdsourcing in biodiversity research. They
identified four main barriers, including 1) scientists’ limited
awareness of citizen science projects that align with their
needs, 2) bias towards professionally collected data sources,
3) the fact that citizen science is not universally suitable for all
biodiversity research, as well as 4) inconsistency in the quality
of data arising from citizen science projects.

Researchers who want to use crowdsourcing to gather and
process data for research can select from a variety of existing online resources, such as EpiCollect.net [41], Citsci.org
[18] and Project Noah [56], that provide guidelines and tools
for those interested in implementing their own crowdsourced
projects. Recently, several DIY platforms have emerged, e.g.,
Crowdcrafting and PyBossa framework [71, 72], Sensr [46],
CrowdCurio [50], Lab in the Wild [66], and Panoptes [9],
which aim to lower the barrier of entry to crowdsourcing by
providing plug-and-play functionalities for creating crowdsourcing projects. Finally, there are a wide range of commercial crowdsourcing platforms (e.g., Amazon Mechanical Turk)
that researchers can use.

Shirk [75] conducted narrative research with 9 scientists who
led citizen science projects in the area of conservation, had
already adopted crowdsourcing, and were at a point where
the success of their research depended on the sustainability
of their projects. Shirk focused on understanding the ways
they implemented and persisted in conducting their work with
volunteers. Her study showed that the scientists who engaged
crowds in their research had to carefully negotiate perceptions
amongst peers and superiors, constantly demonstrating that
they were doing real science and not public service. One of
Shirk’s subjects characterized her choice to “pursue research
more aligned with public interests and social action than with
publication” as “difficult but intentional,” preferring to reframe
her research than to deal with “others’ perceptions that their
involvement with the public is in conflict with ... knowledge
production.” In other words, some researchers believed that
they could do cutting edge research with crowdsourcing, but at
the cost of derision of their peers and little or no recognition.

Adoption of Crowdsourcing Technology

The boom in crowdsourcing tools, mentioned above, has generated a growing body of work analyzing existing citizen science
projects [15, 76, 89, 90, 25, 39, 77, 28]. These studies examine
the characteristics of contributors [69] and their motivation for
participating [7, 19, 52, 31, 65], the relationship and communication patterns between contributors and researchers [21],
and design guidelines for these platforms [81]. Fewer studies,
however, have explored researchers’ perceptions of crowdsourcing, its applicability to research practices more generally,
and the features that could make crowdsourcing platforms
more attractive and useful to a greater number of scholars in
the humanities and sciences.

We similarly elicited perspectives from researchers to “give
voice to things that are implicitly known but seldom perceived
as important and therefore seldom discussed” [75]. Our work
complements Shirk’s focus on researchers overcoming challenges and implementing crowdsourcing projects by examining the anticipated needs and concerns of researchers across
disciplines who have not fully adopted crowdsourcing as a
research tool. We now turn to the foundational sociological
studies of science to frame why a researcher’s sense of the
meaning and practice of scholarly inquiry might shape the
adoption or rejection of crowdsourcing.

Despite the availability of these new crowdsourcing tools for
research, studies find that researchers are often hesitant to
adopt crowdsourcing technology. Riesch et al [68], for example, conducted interviews with 30 UK scientists and studied
their perceptions of and struggles with volunteer-powered
research. The study reported that researchers’ negative perceptions were driven by both unrealistic expectations of what
crowdsourcing can offer and their need to persuade potential
reviewers, the wider scientific community, and professional
colleagues of the effectiveness of crowdsourcing. They identified ethical issues, such as the reliance on unpaid individuals,
public access to raw data, and the concerns about risks for

Study of Research Practices and Knowledge Production

While the focus of our work was not to provide a detailed
sociological account of researchers and how they conduct aca3

demic work, there are rich bodies of literature in Sociology
of Scientific Knowledge (SSK) and Science and Technology
Studies (STS) that examine the cultures of scientific research
and the process of scientific discovery [47, 13, 34, 74]. For example, Gieryn’s foundational study illustrated how pioneering
19th-century British scientists deployed claims of professional
status and objectivity to demarcate their work [35] from amateur contributions. Studies of particle physicists upended
depictions of solitary masterminds with preternatural mathematical skills discovering dark matter, showing instead the
deep collaborations among the field’s lead scientists to advance
our knowledge of the universe [82]. Lastly, research analyzing the practices of Salk Institute bench scientists revealed
their reliance on annotators who wrote up research results
[49]. These are all examples of how social practices in science shaped when and how researchers recognized legitimate
contributions to scientific inquiry. As Shapin noted, studies
of scientific practice reveal that science is the product of researchers doing a job, not just the uncovering of replicable,
generalizable, universal truths [74]. As such, concerns about
professional legitimacy, expertise, and whether one is recognizable to disciplinary gatekeepers all impact the generation
of scientific knowledge.

associate, 11 full, and 1 retired professor. Intentionally, demographic information is reported only in aggregates in order to
preserve respondents’ privacy and anonymity. The variability
among our research participants reflected a range of organizational values across and within different academic disciplines.
Our goal was not to exhaustively capture all possible scenarios
or to map disciplinary differences, but to identify emergent
patterns among the diverse perspectives and practices.
Each interview lasted 1–2 hours and was conducted at participants’ offices, where they could easily access and show
examples of their data. At the beginning of each interview, we
explained that our goal was to learn how researchers currently
conducted their inquiries. We expected that most researchers
would have little knowledge of crowdsourcing, and discussions of crowdsourcing would therefore be hypothetical rather
than grounded in experience. Indeed, we found that the majority of our interviewees had only a vague understanding of
crowdsourcing. Only five interviewees had limited knowledge
of crowdsourcing, i.e., awareness of crowdsourcing projects
and platforms beyond their own disciplines, and four had used
some form of crowdsourcing in their research.
We asked participants to focus on a specific research project,
and to describe the research questions and processes through
which data were collected, transformed, and analyzed. The
interviews were structured around a set of questions about their
research process, invoking the themes of expertise, quality
control, quality-quantity tradeoffs, efficiency, management
of students (i.e., recruiting, training and monitoring), data
sharing, and collaboration. Only towards the end, in the last
5–10 minutes of the session, did we probe the interviewees’
knowledge of and experience with crowdsourcing. Table 2
summarizes the interview questions in sequence.

The SSK and STS literatures show that scientific inquiry is,
first and foremost, an expansive conversation. Scientific collaboration is no longer confined to small groups in laboratories,
but also takes place over the internet between large, geographically dispersed teams [38]. Scientific collaboratories [4, 58,
59], for example, are cyberinfrastructures that bridge the gap
between scientists “disparate in both geographical location and
disciplinary background” [45], providing expert communities
with tools to stay constantly connected. Many concerns raised
by the informants in our study (e.g., premature exposure of research data and intent) have been well studied in the scientific
collaboratories literature [2, 3, 23, 93, 94], though not in the
context of their impact on the adoption of crowdsourcing and
related technologies. Large cyberinfrastructures for coordinating scientific inquiry can now include non-experts who may
only spend a small amount of time on a project collaborating
for personal fulfillment and growth [51, 6]. Leaving aside
the considerations of professional rank and pay, this is not so
different from massive-scale collaborations (e.g., the Large
Hadron Collider) that involve numerous individuals filling a
wide variety of roles not traditionally associated with scientific
inquiry tasks as such.

Analysis

The audio recordings of the interviews were transcribed and
analyzed through iterative inductive content analysis [20]. During the first cycle of coding, we classified excerpts into several
iteratively-refined hierarchical codes and developed a coding
schema.
The primary and secondary codes included:
• Data Properties of the raw data: quantity needed and available, noise, accessibility;
• Task Properties of the research task: decomposability, time
requirements, teachability, ambiguity, repeatability;

STUDY DESIGN

• Activity Aspects of the research task: effort, engagement,
expertise requirement;

In this research, we sought to discover the characteristics of
the research processes, challenges, strategies and values of
researchers from vastly different fields. We obtained first-hand
accounts of current research practices to understand the potential motivations and deterrents to adopting crowdsourcing for
academic inquiry. We interviewed 18 researchers, recruited
via snowball sampling, whose backgrounds spanned a range
of academic disciplines – namely 1 political science, 1 astronomy, 1 palaeontology, 2 neurology, 1 ecology, 1 sociology, 3
biology, 3 history, 2 psychology, 1 physics, 1 chemistry and 1
archaeology – as well as academic ranks, with 3 assistant, 3

• Product Properties of what was produced: types of knowledge contribution, error tolerance;
• Style Properties of how research was conducted: distance
from data, workflow style, attitude towards new methodologies, use of automation, approaches to quality control,
delegation, collaboration with expert peers, universality of
research methods, ways to cope with expectations and external pressures;
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Focus on a particular research question that you studied, can you walk me through the different phases of how data is collected and processed in order to answer that
question?
What expertise or subjectivity is involved with the task?
Who collect, annotate or analyze the data? How are they trained or supervised?
If the data is collected by someone else, to what extent can many research questions be answered using the same annotations? Or does the data need to be annotated in a
different way each time?
Can you think of a scenario for non-expert (e.g., someone without scientific background) to help collect or analyze some type of data that does not require as much
expertise, but which still generates useful information that can help the researchers reach their answer?
How often do you in the situation where you need to consult experts from a different institution or field? How do you go about finding these people?
How do you ensure that the data is collected, annotated or analyzed correctly?
What types of errors do you report in publications? Do you report measurement errors?
How much do you care about the quality versus the quantity of data?
How would it change the way you do science if you had 100x more data?
Can you think of situations where you might make use of large amount of lower quality annotations as opposed to small amount of high quality annotations?
How would it change the way you do science if you can have the results back 100x faster?
Is the raw/annotated data reused (e.g., published? publicly accessible)? If so, how are they shared? For what purpose (e.g., for others to replicate experiments)?
Are there particular worries about having data seen by other scientists or people?
Do you know what the words “crowdsourcing", “human computation" or “citizen science" mean?
Can you describe some existing technology that you know of in each category?
How willing do you think an average person / student is motivated or interested in collecting or analyzing the type of data that you work with?
Can you think of any legal limitations (e.g., due to privacy issues) or physically limitations (e.g., due to lack of access to proper tools/software/equipment) that will make
it difficult for people to help collect or analyze the data?

Table 2. The sequence of questions used to guide the conversation during the interview. The questions (1-14) above the dotted line were designed to
guide the researchers in telling their research story, while the questions below the dotted line (15-18) discuss perception and knowledge of crowdsourcing.

• Sharing Properties of how research was shared: attitude
towards sharing intermediate research materials, willingness
to share, methods for sharing, cost of sharing;

be highly uncertain, iterative, and often serendipitous. This
theme was further echoed when researchers found themselves
crafting a story to explain how they arrived at findings, even
though it often was not “how it happened.” The observation
that research is serendipitous and iterative is certainly not new:
several prior studies [27, 48, 55] showed that scientists use
the unexpected as a way to generate new experiments and
theories. Our interview data suggests that this trend is a pervasive feature of research across disciplines, including the
humanities.

• Crowdsourcing Properties of crowd-based research:
knowledge of crowd-powered tools, expectations of crowd
attitude, ability and interest, perceptions of crowdsourcing
as a tool for research versus service to the general public.
In the first pass analysis, multiple researchers coded statements from interview transcripts generating the primary and
secondary codes, then explored the relationships amongst the
codes using affinity diagrams. This analysis revealed the pervasive need to manage uncertainties in the research process as
a strong theme in all the research stories. The second cycle
of coding identified the five types of uncertainties in research
based on recurrent themes in the coded data, which seem to
directly influence how feasible, desirable or useful researchers
believed crowdsourcing to be as a research tool. Our findings
are organized around these five types of uncertainties and their
implications for likelihood of adoption, in terms of feasibility,
desirability and usefulness from the researchers’ perspectives.

For many researchers, the ill-defined nature of a research
agenda’s trajectory can make it hard to imagine how crowdsourcing might play a role, specifically when and how research
tasks could or should be delegated to crowdworkers or volunteers. Some researchers were reluctant to delegate tasks until
the research question became clear and the tasks could become
“mechanical” (e.g., having students dig up specific pieces of
data or information to support the claims of the research [S7,
sociologist]), which typically did not happen until the final
stages of the research process. Their reluctance to delegate
reflected the need to control the uncertainties of the whole
process, and suggests a likely mismatch to crowdsourcing
techniques. For example, tasks whose outcome could have
substantive downstream impacts were rarely delegated, for
fear that the person handling the task might lack the expertise
to “recognize the alternative ways of doing things, and the
implications of that for the next stages,” or adequate curiosity
to explore the space of possibilities [S7, sociologist].

FINDINGS

A predominant theme among interviewees’ accounts of their
research was the overwhelming need to manage uncertainties
at every stage of the research process. In this section, we discuss five different types of uncertainties faced by researchers
related to process, data, knowledge, delegation and quality.

A second observation was that serendipity, an important factor
in discovery, could come from two different sources. Serendipity could be exogenous, surfaced through chance encounters
with people who hold critical pieces of information needed to
solve the problem or people who bring diverse perspectives
and backgrounds. It could also be endogenous, originating
from the researchers’ own close examinations of raw data,
which is common in qualitative research, e.g., where transcription may be considered a part of the analysis process.

I. Process Uncertainties

The public generally thinks that scientists work like
Sherlock Holmes, but really most of us work like Peter Whimsy...it’s nonlinear in the sense that you don’t
know where things are going to lead. [S4, paleontologist]
When you’re at the cutting edge, you don’t know for sure.
[S10, astronomer]
These quotes succinctly capture a pervasive challenge described by all our interviewees: the process of discovery can
5

In the former case, crowdsourcing could become a useful tool,
as it can support many individuals inspecting the same data and
potentially contributing novel insights. Some of the existing
citizen science platforms are already designed to facilitate
serendipitous discoveries. In a well-known example from
Galaxy Zoo [51], a small group of volunteers identified what
are now known as the “Green Pea” galaxies [11]; this discovery
has led to new research [44, 42, 14] that may have otherwise
not taken place. As an astrophysicist [S3] put it, “I thought
it was wonderful that a non-astronomer found [the Hanny’s
Voorwerp]. And then it turns out there are other objects like
that around if you know what to look for.” Using such human
insight, researchers could then “design algorithms to look for
[what] no one was even looking for.” A paleontologist [S4]
recalled a situation where he showed images of microfossils
at a talk and someone in the audience, to his pleasant surprise,
identified them: “we are all victims of our own experience.
There always is the possibility that the right answer lies out
there just beyond your expertise.” This example points to the
limits of expertise and benefits of connecting researchers to
not only non-experts, who in large numbers can help pick out
the needle in the haystack, but also to experts, who may hold
a key piece of missing knowledge for the problem at hand.

of information [that] actually seemed to fit a pattern ...which
contradicted everything that we thought we knew.” He reacted
by “multiplying the evidence, looking in new places,” and
eventually made an unexpected discovery.
These uncertainties in the non-linear and serendipitous research processes had several impacts on the feasibility and
desirability of crowdsourcing as a research tool. Researchers
may not want to incur upfront cost of setting up a crowdsourcing project if they foresee their research questions changing.
In some cases, crowdsourcing may not even be feasible until
the later stages of the research process, when the research
questions solidify after several iterations over the data, the
process for answering the questions is concrete and can be
clearly articulated, and broken down into a well-defined workflow to create delegatable tasks. Serendipity relies upon either
outside perspectives or close engagement with the research
data in order to surface new insights. We posit that when
external perspectives can provide new value, crowdsourcing
may be deemed a suitable approach, while processes that rely
on repeated or comprehensive examination of data by a single
individual appear to be less amenable to crowd participation.
II. Data Uncertainties

In the case where new insights originate in the expert’s own
close examinations and interpretations of data, crowdsourcing
may seem less desirable. Some researchers argued that processing data, though laborious and time-consuming, was “an
act of thinking,” and outsourcing such data processing tasks
(e.g., to a crowdsourcing platform) may diminish the whole
“joy of discovery”. As an historian described:

Crowdsourcing often requires publicly revealing raw data and
research questions, which are then subject to scrutiny and peer
evaluation, creating uncertainties related to the data.
Sharing raw data can sometimes be problematic due to its
sensitive nature; this can rule out crowdsourcing as a potential solution unless safeguards are in place, e.g., allowing researchers to keep their project “private” and shared with only a
small group of close colleagues. For example, patient data [S8,
neurologist], lab animal data [S5, neurologist], and student
data [S14, psychologist] were never shared due to strict ethics
regulations. The whereabouts of certain endangered plants
[29] and archaeological sites [S15, archaeologist] were not
shared due to potential for looting or destruction.

When I talk to people in other fields, they can’t believe
I do this, but I literally transcribe all this material, line
after line, so that when you get to your thousandth object,
you start to see patterns and trends you had never known
before... The real reason is—it’s simply the act of ploughing through it. It’s in the act of yourself digging through
it that you see a matrix that you wouldn’t see if you just
looked at the individual finding. So you actually have to
see the data in its original context to begin to understand
what that matrix is. [S18, historian]

Second, we observed a relationship between researchers’ perceptions of the abundance of research questions the data could
support and their openness to sharing data publicly. This relationship hints at a potential risk of crowdsourcing, which is
the exposure of research questions that researchers consider to
be scarce or rare. As one interviewee put it,

Or, as a neurologist told us,
If somebody else tells you “hey, there’s something really
interesting in your data set,” it may take some of the fun
out of it. [S8, neurologist]

There are two worlds. One world where there are too
many good ideas, and we just don’t have time and resources to pursue them. That’s a world of abundance. The
other is a world of scarcity, where there aren’t enough
good ideas, and we need to hoard and protect them. [S14,
psychologist]

For researchers who worked closely with raw data (e.g., [S18,
historian], [S7, sociologist], [S8, neurologist]), the process of
analysis was inseparable from the process of collecting and
transforming data. These researchers expressed a need for
iterative work by the same individual to develop new insights.
For example, a sociologist [S7] described the initial stage of
research as being “very non-linear”. He remarked: “Your
focus might change, and your findings might be surprising
given what you expect. You try to make sense of them and
find out what it means, you start considering other factors that
you didn’t initially think were important.” While collecting
data, a historian [S17] noticed “a completely anomalous set

In some projects, it seemed that the number of research questions to ask about a data set was endless and the chance of two
questions being exactly the same was slim, or that interesting
questions could only be asked of adequately large quantities
of data. A political scientist said,
Astronomers have the same problem as we do. You can
see things much more clearly if you do a big data collection than if you do a lot of uncoordinated activities—you
6

don’t get as big a telescope and you don’t have the telescopes all pointed where they need to be. [S1, political
scientist]

of knowledge the tasks require. Tasks may be more amenable
to crowdsourcing if they require minimal knowledge that can
be communicated concisely, rather than extensive knowledge
that requires years of training. The latter may require the
apprenticeship model of training, such as direct one-on-one
mentoring or working with a small group of peers, which is a
predominant mode of knowledge transfer in current research
practice and more difficult to scale to crowdsourcing contexts.

Similarly in ecology,
You don’t need to protect the data. Collecting the data
is only the beginning. When we’ve got as much data as
there are there, analysis becomes kind of a challenge. ...
There’s almost no end of questions that can be asked or
hypotheses that can be tested. [S6, ecologist]

One class of tasks that required extensive domain knowledge
were tasks with ambiguity, such as when data were noisy (e.g.,
a blurry image), or when the rules (e.g., for classifying an
image) were ill-defined, leaving details open for interpretation.
Researchers are trained to handle such ambiguity throughout
the entire research pipeline, from collection and transformation
to analysis; interviewees discussed several types of ambiguity
that could impose operational challenges for crowdsourcing.
A neurologist gave an example of ambiguity that requires
training to manage effectively:

Where projects were considered question-rich, exposing the
raw data (e.g., through crowdsourcing) would not be a strong
concern. In contrast, when data were sparse and difficult or
expensive to obtain (e.g., new specimens from a remote region
of the world [S9, biologist]), the rarity of the data and the
high cost of obtaining it warranted caution. In such situations,
researchers were inclined to expose data only after publication,
as the quotes below illustrate, and as previously reported in
studies of data sharing practices [80].

When a behavior is well-established, [e.g.,] if an animal
is up and moving around, nobody will disagree on that.
That’s easy. But when a mouse first wakes up ... they
don’t show a lot of facial expressions, and they don’t
get very animated ... the brain waves might show that
they’re awake but maybe it kind of looks a little sleepy,
and they’re just sitting there, zoning out. How are you
going to call that? This is where the subjectivity comes
in. [S8, neurologist]

There’s a big imperative of course from the NSF to put
your data online after you’ve finished your study. ... It’s
still a very sensitive issue in my field. People are not crazy
about doing this because ... they don’t want to be scooped
... before they’re done, [and] sometimes they take forever
to finish their data. They don’t want somebody to come
along and publish before they do. [S9, biologist]
My aspiration is that [sharing data] will become customary among historians ... once we’ve published it. You’ve
got to get the rewards of your labor, but once you’ve done
that, it only makes sense to [share]. Data collection is
expensive because ... you have to create it from scratch.
[S17, historian]

An archaeologist [S15] similarly identified multiple points of
ambiguity for a core research task:
How highly mounded does a site have to be? Does it
need to be a meter, fifty centimeters, or a ten centimeter
rise? Is that too ephemeral to be considered a site? And
then you can get into questions of artifact density. How
dense do they have to be? Do you want to measure it? Do
you want to talk about artifacts per square meter? [S15,
archaeologist]

In summary, data uncertainties reflected researchers’ sense of
abundance or scarcity in both data and research questions. In
situations of abundance (e.g., political science, astronomy),
crowdsourcing has been embraced as a feasible approach to
address some research questions. In situations of perceived
scarcity, most researchers were likely to either shy away from
crowdsourcing that requires making their data public, or found
crowdsourcing undesirable because their processing needs did
not seem to warrant the effort and up front cost of setting up a
project. Finally, researchers’ perceptions of abundance versus
scarcity and the extent of their concerns over peer inspection
depended not only on the particular project, but also on the
sharing norms of their respective disciplines. This suggests
that crowdsourcing may be more acceptable in fields with well
established data sharing practices.

As this quote suggests, when the task was ambiguous, extensive domain knowledge was often needed. Sorting out the
idiosyncratic nature of the data—determining what is relevant
versus irrelevant given the specific research questions, making the correct inferences, separating “glitches” from results
that are in fact valid but unusual [S2, systems biologist], and
“stretching the bounds of what’s credible” [S6, ecologist]—
were all believed to require extensive expertise.
If you have that sequence, what could it possibly be?
Well, it could be a U and an M if you connected it this
way. Or it could be an IMI if you connected it this way...
That’s where you have to know what’s feasible in terms
of Latin... I know that in a document which involves a
peasant, it’s very likely that that sequence is going to be
a vinum because this is a wine-producing area [where]
they have a lot of vineyards. [S18, historian]

III. Knowledge Uncertainties

Expertise is a complex concept that has been rigorously redefined and re-examined [17]; here, we use the term expertise
loosely to mean both explicit knowledge [26] and implicit
(or tacit) knowledge [61]. Explicit knowledge is concrete
information that can be taught to novices through detailed
instructions. Implicit knowledge is often represented as knowhow that is acquired through immersion and guided practice.
The feasibility of crowdsourcing can depend on which type

This quote identifies the importance of domain knowledge for
completing a transcription task. A biologist explained a similar
need for procedural and technical knowledge to interpret data:
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You look at the data and say “wait, this isn’t something
I would’ve expected!” ... You really need to have some
level of technical expertise to be able to separate between
that artifact is caused by experiment and that artifact is
caused by biology. [S2, systems biologist]

Scoring [data] is actually easier, because if they do it
wrong, we can do it again. Gathering up the data for
the deletion mice—we have one shot. If something is
screwed up, like the camera is in the wrong position,
those measurements are not worth anything anymore.
[S5, neurologist]

Many researchers also characterized the expertise required
in their research work as something that could only be accumulated through experience and apprenticeship, and difficult
to teach in a short period of time. For example, an historian
[S18] said that transcription was not like a science, but more
akin to “riding a bicycle” where “you just have to do it and get
a feel for it.” This particular researcher adopted the strategy
of organizing a weekly “paleography slam” workshop, where
students would bring documents and ask others for ideas on
how to transcribe certain words. As a result, “everyone gets
better ... and gets a sense of the landscape of possibilities by
looking at how it’s done here.” He remarked, “it’s almost a
crowdsourcing idea, but obviously it is in a smaller group.”

Even if the mistakes were reversible, they could take more
time to correct than to do the work in the first place. As a
systems biologist [S2] said, “There’s always this balance ...
cheap labor is great but [not] if it actually takes more time to
manage the labor.” While this is common consideration for
any academic apprenticeship, the unknown human resource
requirements for supporting the efforts of crowdworkers complicates the cost-benefit equation and creates an additional
source of uncertainty.
In summary, knowledge uncertainties could be predicted by
the degree of explicit versus implicit knowledge required for
the work. Where the tasks are explicit requiring minimal,
easily communicable knowledge, crowdsourcing would be a
more feasible option. When the tasks require extensive and
obscure knowledge or implicit know-how, innovative solutions
(e.g., in terms of training, decomposition, etc) are required to
effectively delegate to an inexperienced crowd.

Similarly, a systems biologist [S2] referred to lab work as an
artisanal skill, like “training someone to be a baker” with a
“prescribed set of techniques that have to be learned through
experiment [that is] not easy to completely outsource.” This
type of experience-based knowledge was teachable, but required a senior researcher to closely monitor and guide the
work on an individual basis.

IV. Delegation Uncertainties

Whether or not researchers were comfortable with delegation
hinged not only on their perceptions of the research process
and the crowd’s abilities to perform knowledge-intensive tasks
(as previously discussed) or carry out well-grounded interpretation of artifacts, but also on the researcher’s perceptions
of the public’s intentions and interests. Prior interactions
with the public around science communication could influence researchers’ decision to avoid or embrace crowdsourcing.
Understanding these perceptions helped clarify researchers’
concerns about engaging crowdworkers: positive interactions
highlighted the potential benefits of working with the crowd,
while negative interactions underscored the challenges. Several of our interviewees [S12, biologist; S13, physicist; S4,
paleontologist; S1, political scientist] regularly interacted with
the general public through talks and correspondence. Their
experiences with these encounters offered a starting point to
understand their perceptions of public contributors.

There’s lots and lots of little traps ... It’s not like there’s
a book out there that says these are the pitfalls for making record linkages and the transcription errors that you
are capable of making. It’s almost entirely done by an
apprentice-like system. [S18, historian]
Crowdsourcing requires some level of delegation and giving
up control of a task that was traditionally done by the researcher herself or a small team of students and colleagues.
For current research practices, delegation was a sensitive, costbenefit decision [36], that added to the already overwhelming
uncertainties of the research process. A psychologist explicitly demonstrated how such cost-benefit considerations might
affect decisions about whether to use crowdsourcing:
Are you throwing out good ideas by doing crappy tests of
them using fast, cheap Mechanical Turk? That’s a tough
trade-off. There’s this constant calculation of an expected
value: probability that it’s real, probability of robustness,
cost of collecting and completing the project. All of that,
multiplied by the likelihood that it’s an important and
interesting project. [S14, psychologist]

A few of the researchers mentioned being regularly approached by people from the general public who were fascinated by science. A political scientist [S1] recounted a
time when “one older couple wrote ... an email and asked
how [they] would go about assessing election performance, ...
[then] assembled a database, and ... did an analysis.” Here,
seeing capability and interest, the researcher assumed the role
of a colleague [76] and facilitated their independent inquiry.
This scenario is far from unique [70].

Delegation also incurred a cost in terms of time. It can be
non-trivial to match the work to an individual with the right
skills, attitude, and interest, and to train and monitor them.
It also takes time to deal with the mistakes that non-experts
make. In the worst case, mistakes may be irreversible, where
there is only one shot of getting it right, e.g., when there was
a limited amount of data [S4, paleontologist], or when the
data collection procedure (e.g., preparation of an animal for
experimentation) was costly in terms of time [S5 neurologist;
S8, neurologist]. For example, a neurologist [S5] said,

In contrast, other researchers were skeptical that anyone outside of their scientific community would be interested in looking at their data, and therefore may not trust that a crowdsourcing project would attract adequate participation. As some
researchers opined, “there’s no way the public would ask to
locate the medulla of a mouse,” [S5, neurologist] or would
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want to “record electroencephalogram patterns on the weekend” [S8, neurologist].

quo (if sometimes uneven) exchange of mentorship for labor,
but without the explicit promise of training and mentorship,
asking the crowd to undertake unattractive tasks could be
perceived as exploitative. Therefore, whether or not to delegate
a particular task can become an ethical issue. For instance, an
astrophysicist gave examples of both perspectives on whether
to ask humans to do tasks that machines could complete:

Even those who understood the enthusiasm of volunteers were
wary of the fact that the quality of crowdsourced data may be
“spotty” at best, with a few gems and a lot of erroneous and
naive interpretations. One of our researchers said,
In the early days of the ... mission to Mars, when all the
images became available to the public as they’re taken,
...we would get tons of emails. Some of them were geologists who had actually some very interesting things to
say. [But then] there was one guy who kept writing to
see why was it that we couldn’t see that this outcrop was
a pleiosaur skeleton... In a sense, I think it is the “yin”
of citizen science because there are such varying experiences, you’re going to get observations or interpretations
of the images that go from the sublime to the ridiculous.
[S4, paleontologist]

This guy ... had an army of undergrads, a dozen at a time,
and their task was to extract a spectral feature—take an
image, take a finding chart and click on the known stars...
I was like, “This is drudgery! I could automate these tasks
and you could fire all these undergrads.” And he would
say, “No, that’s not the point. They need something to
do.” ... But I just can’t do that. I can’t give a student
something I can trivially automate. [S3, astrophysicist]
The potential for exploitation is an inherent ethical dilemma in
research-oriented crowdsourcing systems. Prior work raised
concerns about the use of crowdworkers for research on paid
[53, 30] and volunteer-based crowdsourcing platforms [68]. Is
crowdsourcing voluntary contributions to research a form of
paid labor, a self-interested pursuit, or a way to educate the
public? These role uncertainties pose another challenge for
tailoring crowdsourcing systems to support multiple goals.

Or, as an archaeologist noted,
There is a cottage industry of avocational archaeologists
who just scour the world on Google Earth, looking at
the images ... in some cases making really significant
discoveries ... but in a lot of cases, the interpretations are
extraordinarily naive. [S15, archeologist]

On many existing crowdsourcing platforms, workers are “faceless” and transient, i.e., they come and go without ever developing working relationships. The cloak of invisibility
around their unknown characteristics — abilities, intentions,
interests — further adds to the sense of uncertainty, making
the legitimacy of delegation questionable. This scenario is
somewhat less true in certain citizen science projects where
crowds are more realistically “semi-anonymous” and can be
involved in long-term participation. Nonetheless, the lack of
direct interaction can be unsettling for researchers new to this
paradigm. Concerns around knowledge and delegation uncertainties hinted at the enduring duty of researchers as educators,
and may contribute to some discomfort with crowdsourcing.

Lastly, some researchers mentioned fear of sabotage if the data
were open to examination. Researchers expressed consistent
concern that competitors and those who disagreed with the research methodologies (e.g., animal activists) may intentionally
produce bad data if participation was open to all rather than
constrained to known parties.
One issue with sharing animal research data is there are
some people who really disapprove of any animal research, even in mice... What if somebody says “oh sure,
I’ll score that data,” and then they intentionally do it in a
bad way. That would be really, really disruptive to have a
saboteur in the midst. [S8, neurologist]
Several researchers also mentioned the importance of a human connection in choosing which students they trained and
worked with. This sensibility and desire for connectedness to
collaborators, for either its social benefits or research quality
impacts, may also influence researchers’ willingness to engage
with self-selected, transient and semi-anonymous crowdworkers instead of hand-picked protégés. As an historian [S17]
remarked, “I choose very carefully who the crowd is ... We
have a human relationship. I have some knowledge of their
personality and their quality of mind. There’s some human
link, some individual link, and I find that quite important.”
He explained that the quality of the results could depend on
appropriately matching questions to data, and data to students.

V. Quality Uncertainties

Many researchers expressed a feeling of apprehension and
vulnerability about exposing research data that they produced.
As one interviewee said,
If every time we published an experiment, we basically
[shared] our data in a way that anybody could look at it,
we would have to feel very confident that what we are
putting out there is really, really good. [S8, neurologist]
This sense of vulnerability, which already exists in current
research practices, is problematic in that it can only be exacerbated in the crowdsourcing contexts where researchers have
even less control. Our interview data identified several ways
researchers reacted to and addressed quality uncertainties.

Finally, researchers faced role uncertainties—whether and
what to delegate sometimes presented a moral dilemma. On
the one hand, researchers relied on students to get research
tasks done. At the same time, their duty was to train the next
generation of scholars. Simple, repetitive tasks could have
educational value in some cases or become “drudgery” in
others. The academic apprenticeship is considered a quid pro

First, several researchers mentioned that they preferred delegating to machine computation rather than humans. The strength
of and rationale behind this preference revealed perceptions
and beliefs about quality. For example, one researcher said,
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If our algorithms can’t make a decision, then it’s a poorly
defined question. We have mathematical things that are
defined and we can compute them with a computer exactly and we don’t need any humans involved. [S3, astrophysicist]

of crowdsourcing as a research tool may surface similar kinds
of cost-benefit tradeoffs, so we asked researchers whether they
would have any use for large amounts of lower quality data.
They agreed that the level of quality needed would often depend on the granularity of the research questions: the coarser
the question, the more likely annotators will agree, and the
less demand for precision in each individual’s answer.

This researcher used automation as a forcing function to ensure
that the research questions were crisply and unambiguously
defined. Since all the difficult decisions were taken out of the
process, delegation to automation was feasible and likely to
produce high quality results.

In some experiments, a sort of bird’s eye view is
sufficient—if the question is “does this drug increase
sleep?”, then all we care about is the amount of sleep.
Even an undergrad’s assessment of that data set would
probably be sufficient to answer that yes-or-no question
which would then dictate whether or not we say “yes,
let’s take that data and then analyze it in more detail.”
[In contrast, for the question] “Exactly how good are
these mice at staying awake for periods of forty minutes
or more?” There, even one little lapse into sleep somewhere during that forty minute interval is important, so
the data needs to be gone over extremely carefully. [S8,
neurologist]

In other cases, researchers used automation to generate data to
steer their inquiries. For example, an archaeologist [S15] used
satellite imagery to teach a machine to recognize properties
of archaeological sites (e.g., topography, soil discoloration,
surface artifacts), and would then visit the most promising sites.
Likewise, a behavioral economist [S11] used topic modeling
to analyze open-ended questions, instead of relying on manual
coding. A sociologist [S7] contemplated enumerating and
computing the best combination of a large set of variables
to find the best model, instead of the traditional trial and
error approach. In all these scenarios, automation produced
abundant, cheap and potentially lower quality work which
served as a source of inspiration for the expert.

An archaeologist identified similar interdependencies between
research questions and task performance that could impact the
utility of crowdsourcing:

While some researchers may be reluctant to rely on human
processing, in practice, automation and crowdsourcing provide
a common benefit, namely the ability to amass large quantity
of data quickly in order to generate quick insight. As [S8,
neurologist] said, “[during busy times], if there was a way to
have it out there...where some info trickled back on it, that
potentially could influence how eagerly [a researcher] would
then pursue the next bit.”

I would rather have a broad area with sites that I’ve defined subjectively, with a relatively high amount of error, than a small area where I’m absolutely certain; that
stems from the nature of my questions. Urbanism and
these settlement patterns—these are regional phenomena. If I know a little tiny corner of an agricultural plain
really well, it’s quite likely that I’m missing out on archaeological sites elsewhere that would really alter my
interpretation. [S15, archaeologist]

In fact, exclusive delegation to automation is rare. Many researchers instead employed semi-automated techniques, with
the computer making guesses and experts double-checking the
answers or deciphering edge cases. A neurologist said,

Several researchers also expressed a preference for speed in
lieu of impeccable data. Similar to other aspects of crowdsourcing, the speed at which work might be done was an
uncertainty—but likely perceived as an advantage. An historian [S17] noted that technology lets researchers “rake through
huge amounts of sources very cheaply... You could ask stupid
questions but it didn’t matter because you failed in about two
seconds. So you could afford to fail again and again.”

If you have a lot of different type of gait abnormalities,
you’d be spending all your time rearranging the system
to do what it’s supposed to do. So what we are doing
now is we just do it kind of semi-manually — we have a
Matlab program where we download the video data into
it and we [manually] determine when the foot hits the
plexiglass. [S5, neurologist]

Finally, lower quality data may be useful if they provide multiple sources of evidence to address the same research question. Although crowdsourcing is sometimes shown to generate
data equivalent to professionals, the usual expectation is that
crowdworkers will generate somewhat inferior data [10]. Researchers mentioned triangulation—collecting multiple types
of evidence, or measuring the same thing with multiple instruments, to arrive at the same conclusions—as a familiar
strategy for ensuring reliability often expected by reviewers.

This researcher had a reasonably well-established process,
but one in which unexpected situations often arose. He used
machine computation to automate the tedious parts, and dealt
with quality issues by leaving the critical interpretation of the
data to the experts; a parallel strategy with human computation
is seen in many citizen science projects.
These observations pointed to the fact that data quality was not
an isolated concept, but was often considered alongside with
quantity (i.e., how much data can be gathered or produced),
speed (i.e., how quickly can data be gathered or produced)
and the convergence of evidence (i.e., whether the data contribute an additional, orthogonal source of evidence to confirm/disconfirm the hypothesis in question). The consideration

Someone once called it “two-versality” — you show it
once, who knows if it’s true? If you show it twice, even
if it’s two crappy ways of showing it, it must be true,
right? If you find two cases of something it must be a
universal process. And so that’s a standard thing. If you
show something by any technique, people want to see
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you show something by another technique, to validate
something. [S2, systems biologist]

cannot be shared. In any of these cases, adoption of crowdsourcing may offer little advantage for researchers.

There are four or five of these [tests], all of which are
going to reflect water column oxidation, either locally
or more broadly. All of them have potential traps. But
since they’re different traps, if they all agree, then your
... confidence is increased by having multiple techniques
give you the same answer. [S4, paleontologist]

Crowdsourcing may not be deemed desirable by researchers
who experience the research process as inherently iterative
and non-linear, with research questions remaining open-ended
until the end stages of the process. Furthermore, if the research
data are scarce, difficult or costly to obtain, or perceived to
support only a few research questions, researchers may be
reluctant to expose them. Such protective attitudes were more
evident in disciplines where open data sharing norms are not
yet well established. Crowdsourcing can be desirable, however,
when it achieves the right combination of production quality,
speed, and quantity for a particular project. This balance often
depends on the granularity of the research questions and how
researchers think about quality-convenience tradeoffs. Similar to machine computation, the low-quality high-throughput
data that crowdsourcing generates can potentially provide significant utility to researchers, by generating rough insights to
facilitate serendipitous discoveries and by handling the tedious
tasks, leaving the important work to human experts.

While crowdsourcing has the potential to serve as triangulation for other methods, the more likely expectation is that
crowdsourced data may require additional triangulation for
confidence in results, which could increase the research workload and the complexity of the design dependencies.
Implicit in some of the responses was the assumption that machine computation is “objective” while human work is not, and
more importantly, that machine computation is cheap, fast and
scalable. Crowdsourcing may be undesirable to researchers
who require absolute precision, but may be welcomed by those
with different quality-convenience tradeoffs in mind, such as
the desire to collect massive amounts of data, collect data
quickly, or collect diverse sources of evidence to support the
same conclusion. At the same time, crowdsourcing may incur
additional effort for verification if the quality of the work is
below standard expectations for the field.

Researchers may also doubt the utility of crowdsourcing due to
(often unsubstantiated) perceptions of the crowd’s abilities, intentions, and interests, any of which could have a direct impact
on research quality and peer evaluations of the legitimacy of
the crowdsourcing project. They may also feel conflicted about
delegating potentially tedious tasks to contributors whom they
may feel compelled to educate and inspire. The usefulness
of crowdsourcing can also be limited when tasks require extensive specialized knowledge or implicit know-how typically
obtained through experience, since there are significant costs
to verifying the quality of the results or repairing errors.

DISCUSSION

Under the right conditions, crowdsourcing can be a valuable
tool for streamlining research processes. As mentioned earlier,
four of our interviewees already employed crowdsourcing to
some extent: running pilot surveys on Mechanical Turk [S14,
psychologist; S1, political scientist], leading a SETI@homelike project where contributors donated computer processing
time to help search for molecules [S16, chemist], and engaging
students to help with mapping shipwrecks [S17, historian].
However, the uncertainties that researchers faced—around
process, data, knowledge, delegation, and quality—made it
difficult to adequately assess whether crowdsourcing would be
a feasible, desirable, or useful tool for their scholarship. Here,
we summarize the key findings to these research questions and
discuss their implications for design, research, and practice.

Existing crowdsourcing platforms address these problems of
feasibility, desirability and usefulness, but only partially. Our
work surfaces these issues as grounds for future studies and
tool development aimed at reducing the mismatch between
research and crowdsourcing.
Implications

To realize the potential of crowdsourcing as a research tool
despite the uncertainties faced by researchers, we need to
design better features for researcher-centric crowdsourcing
platforms and provide reliable decision-making guidelines and
tools for practitioners and policy makers. Below, we discuss
the implications of our work for platform and guideline design,
as well as outline open questions.

Challenges: Feasibility, Desirability and Usefulness

The reasons why crowdsourcing could be mis-aligned with the
needs of researchers clustered into three types of concerns—
feasibility (i.e., that it may be impossible to adopt crowdsourcing in the first place), desirability (i.e., that researchers were
not comfortable enough with adopting a new approach like
crowdsourcing) and utility (i.e., that researchers might not
recognize the benefits of crowdsourcing as a research tool).

Desiderata for Researcher-Centric Crowdsourcing Platforms

Existing easy-to-use crowdsourcing tools are particularly wellsuited to research projects with stable goals, decomposable
workflows, limited concerns about data sharing, low expertise
requirement, etc. Table 3 provides some well-known examples of crowdsourcing projects with knowledge production
goals, whose characteristics make crowdsourcing a feasible,
desirable and useful tool. We also include an example of a
general class of projects, water quality monitoring, for which
crowdsourcing has variable value, due in part to the tendency
of these projects to have a highly localized focus and purpose.
Similarly, the example of Casey Trees [12] is a project that

Our interview data suggested that crowdsourcing may be less
feasible for a variety of reasons: if the workflow is not decomposable, if data processing and analysis are intertwined rather
than sequentially connected, if serendipity depends on deep
knowledge of the raw material or extensive subject matter
knowledge that only an expert researcher can accrue, and if
artifacts and data contain sensitive, private information that
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Process Uncertainties
research goals
workflow
processing & analysis
serendipity
Data Uncertainties
sensitivity
typicality
quantity
availability
research questions
sharing norms
Knowledge Uncertainties
requirements
availability
Delegation Uncertainties
crowd interest
crowd intention
crowd ability
role of researcher
Quality Uncertainties
tolerance for ambiguity
goals

Galaxy Zoo

Foldit

eBird

Ancient Lives

Water Quality

Casey Trees

established
decomposable
separable
diversity

established
decomposable
separable
diversity

established
semi-decomposed
semi-separable
diversity, volume

established
decomposable
separable
diversity

variable
decomposable
separable
N/A

variable
decomposable
separable
N/A

shareable
common
abundant
limited
many
open

shareable
N/A
N/A
N/A
many
open

mostly shared
N/A
N/A
limited, diffuse
many
open

private
rare
abundant
limited
many
closed

variable
variable
limited
very limited
highly specific
variable

shareable
localized
limited
very limited
several
N/A

explicit
common

semi-explicit
common

explicit & implicit
common

explicit
common

semi-explicit
uncommon

explicit
uncommon

interested
good
capable
manager

interested
good
range
manager

rabid
good
range
data user

interested
good
capable
data user

localized
self-interested
range
analyst

localized
good
range
outreach

high
quantity

low
precision, diversity

high
quantity, coverage

low
quantity

low
regulatory precision

medium
coverage

Table 3. Example of several well-known projects according to the criteria for feasibility, desirability and usefulness of crowdsourcing.

collects data to inform urban forestry efforts in the Washington
DC area; despite a very large local population base, the nature
of involvement means that the project bears more resemblance
to small team collaboration than crowdsourcing.

ing platform that serves both communities and crowds, or alternatively, developing suites of specialized tools to support
diverse crowdsourcing projects or deployment of crowdsourcing at different stages of the research process.

These examples make it apparent that projects that have all of
these attributes (stable goals, decomposable workflows, and
so forth) are rare. Changes in any of these attribute values can
mean either higher up front costs and/or lower benefits of employing a crowd-powered solution. The technical agenda for
designing effective researcher-centric crowdsourcing platform
seems clear: we need to develop solutions that lower the cost
and increase the benefit for projects with attributes that do not
match current crowd tools.

To lower the barrier to launching a crowdsourcing project, future platforms should provide more effective end-user tools for
designing, monitoring and re-designing workflows. Although
several tools already exist (e.g., CrowdCurio [50], Panoptes
[9], CrowdCrafting [71]), there has been little work on understanding what makes these authoring interfaces effective or
usable from the researchers’ perspective.
Another fruitful area for further research and development
would be new ways for researchers to accurately and quickly
assess impacts of uncertainties around process, data, knowledge, delegation and quality, to help make sound decisions
about the cost-benefit tradeoffs of using crowdsourcing for a
particular project. As an example, visualizations that enable
researchers to distinguish between well-intentioned versus
malicious, capable versus incapable, and interested versus uninterested contributors, could reduce uncertainties around delegation. Better mechanisms for researchers to achieve greater
control over the type of “crowd" being engaged at different
stages in the research may also help mitigate concerns. While
some systems currently require volunteers to pre-qualify with
a quiz (e.g., Stardust@Home [86]), the typical binary go/nogo style of filtering participants wastes much potential and
can damage good will. Given the known breadth of performance and diverse abilities of the crowd, crafting a portfolio
of participation options (e.g., following the reader-to-leader
model [62]) may offer a stronger mechanism for directing participants to the tasks that they can perform best. This would
require system features to support profiling participants’ skills,
robust task routing, and managing process interdependencies.

One example attribute where many research projects do not
match the assumption of today’s crowdsourcing tools is the
stability of the research goals. Most research projects follow
an iterative process before settling on a clear research question
and established process where scaling up would be valuable.
One possibility is to structure crowdsourcing platforms to
provide much more control to the researchers, e.g., to use
the platform at first as a personal tool for oneself or a small
team of trusted colleagues, with the ability to fluidly switch
between close examination of the raw data versus reaching
out to the “crowd” for additional insights or help with specific
sub-tasks. By providing the ability to gradually publicize the
projects—first to closest collaborators, then to fellow experts,
then to broader crowds—researchers could better handle the
iterative nature of the research process. Early on, the tasks are
coarse and ill-defined, so only experts can contribute; when
the real goal or process is found, a more carefully decomposed
workflow that can robustly accommodate novices can be put
in place.
Even though this type of scaffolding may already exist in
current citizen science project management practices, better
technological solutions, e.g., platform features that facilitate
small-team collaboration in addition to large-scale crowdsourcing, would help streamline the process. This suggests creating
a new kind of one-size-fits-most research-oriented crowdsourc-

As another example, what tools might help researchers make
well-founded decisions about the tradeoffs between quality,
quantity, speed and diversity of data sources? Our interview
data showed that quality is a complex, multi-faceted consideration, where the necessary level of quality can depend on
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the actual purpose of the crowdsourcing and other qualityconvenience tradeoffs. For most existing crowdsourcing platforms, redundancy (or consensus) is the predominant method
for ensuring correctness—if multiple independent workers
do the same task and arrive at the same answer, we consider
the answer reliable. Our interview data suggests that current
academic research practices prefer to use triangulation to signal research quality, and that replication [16] is surprisingly
uncommon due to the lack of funding, the repetitive and laborintensive nature of the task, and concerns around resolving
disagreement between multiple evaluators. For example, in
human sleep studies, a single researcher would typically manually annotate hundreds of thousands of EEG epochs [S8,
neurologist]. To have multiple student annotators process the
same EEG records would be “tripling the work” and considered “cruel and unusual punishment.” With these challenges in
mind, it may be useful to develop tools or processes that help
researchers assess the level of quality and participation needed
from crowdsourcing in order to test specific hypotheses or
achieve adequate coverage, density, or replication to answer
research questions.

social dynamics, for example, could allow practitioners to continually monitor and assess the health of their crowdsourcing
projects, enabling timely interventions to eliminate sources of
confusion or contention and to retain experienced, high-value
contributors.
Open Questions for CSCW Researchers

Finally, our work opens up a set of new research questions,
several of which are particularly well suited to CSCW research.
For example:
• How do peer perceptions of crowdsourcing empirically vary
by disciplines and disciplinary features, e.g., as related to
open data norms?
• How can empirical analysis of existing research-oriented
crowdsourcing projects refine the taxonomy of uncertainties
identified in this study?
• What techniques can provide useful and scalable ways to
match individual participants to tasks, moving beyond binary determinations of ability to more nuanced and functional characterization of contributors?

Given the fast growth of research based on crowdsourcing
and its multidisciplinary nature, creating a comprehensive
reference library of descriptive metadata about crowdsourcing projects could enable analyses to support new kinds of
platform features for addressing the challenges of assessing
different types of uncertainties. By enabling researchers to
more easily identify prior work that involved similar parameters to their own ideas, they could better weigh potential risks
against expected productivity and adopt tools that are most
appropriate for their specific needs.

• What conditions determine whether or not payment is appropriate or necessary to incentivize participation?
• If researchers are able to dynamically shift the composition
of the crowd for their projects, how does the evolving organizational structure, from small teams to medium-sized
community to large anonymous crowds, influence the outcomes in terms of research results and participant benefit?
Recent research in crowdsourcing has introduced a variety of
new interaction paradigms that enable non-experts to learn
and perform complex, expert-level tasks [57, 67, 79]. The
ideas and lessons learned have not yet made their way into
citizen science or research-oriented crowdsourcing, suggesting
many opportunities for future work. Likewise, applications
of cutting edge research on technical and policy solutions for
sharing sensitive research data in a privacy preserving manner
(e.g., [40]) merit exploration. Future worker could focus on
equivalent solutions for researcher-centric crowdsourcing.

Guidelines for Evaluating Crowdsourced Projects

Decisions about crowdsourcing involve both peers (grant and
paper reviewers) and those who make and implement policies
that impact science practice (e.g., funding program officers).
The results of this study can help decision makers identify
those projects for which existing crowdsourcing methods are
already adequate and little additional justification is needed for
including crowdsourcing in the proposal. For other projects,
these findings can help researchers anticipate potential challenges and direct their effort toward demonstrating how these
challenges will be overcome. Likewise, our work provides a
“checklist” of dimensions (i.e., Table 1) that a proposer needs
to address with care.

CONCLUSION

Attending to the social norms, practices and values of researchers is critical to designing successful research-oriented
crowdsourcing technologies. Our paper contributes a formative study of the needs and constraints of researchers as potential users of crowdsourcing systems. In this work, we
answered two research questions—Under what circumstances
is crowdsourcing a feasible, desirable or useful tool for researchers? Under what circumstances is crowdsourcing not
suitable for research?—by identifying a set of uncertainties
related to research process, data, knowledge, delegation and
quality, as well as the conditions making the research more
or less amenable to crowdsourcing. This paper contributes
to the CSCW knowledge base on large-scale collaboration
by delineating the types of uncertainties, across a wide range
of disciplines and research contexts, that can help inform the
design of future researcher-centric crowdsourcing systems and
projects.

Another area for research in service to practice and policy
is the development of instruments and software for evaluating implementations of research-oriented crowdsourcing
tools. While instruments have been developed for participant outcomes evaluation in citizen science (e.g., the DEVISE scales1 ), there are no comparable or comprehensive
practitioner-oriented tools for evaluating the costs to contributors, the research resource requirements and return on investment ([22] and [43] provide initial metrics), or the adherence
to ethical frameworks such as the Ethical Principles for Participatory Research Design [8]. Work supporting development
of automatic detection of problematic changes in community
1 http://www.birds.cornell.edu/citscitoolkit/evaluation/instruments
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